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OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
CULTURAL RESOURCES PROGRAM 
111 E. Chesapeake, Room 102, University of Oklahoma 
Norman, OK 73019-5111 
Phone: 405-325-7201/325-8665; FAX: 405-325u 7604 

Ms. Melvena Heisch 
Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer 
State Historic Preservation Office 
Oklahoma Historical Society 
800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105-7917 

Dear Ms. Heisch: 

February 12,2014 

Re: Oklahoma County JP 28940(04) Proposed Oklahoma City Boulevard (Four Alternatives) 
from Western Ave 1.1 miles east to E.K. Gaylord Boulevard in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 

Attached is a cultural resources survey report for the referenced project prepared by the ODOT 
Cultural Resources Program. Per a phone conversation with Melvena Heisch, Deputy State 
Historic Preservation Officer (following an email whichincludedprojectplans)on10110/2013.it 
was decided that because the proposed project will occur entirely within existing right-of-way that 
a methodology of streetscape photographs would be appropriate. None of the proposed 
alternatives introduce visual effects to historic properties. 

Based upon the results of this study, it is our opinion that the project, as proposed, will have no 
effect on cultural resources on, or eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places 
(NRHP). 

Pursuant to 36 CFR 800.4(d)(l), and based upon the results of this study, it is our opinion that the 
project, as proposed, will have no effect on historic properties. We respectfully request your 
concurrence or comments to our opinion. 

If you have any questions regarding this project, please contact me at 325-7201. 

S rmeyer 
Director, ODOT Cultural Resources Program 

cc: State Archaeologist 

"The mission of the Oklahoma Department of Transportation is to provide a safe, economical, and 
effective transportation network for the people, commerce and communities of Oklahoma." 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Oklahoma Historical Society 
State Historic Preservation Office 

Founded May 27, 1893 

Oklahoma History Center· 800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive • Oklahoma City. OK 73105-7917 
(405) 521-6249 • Fax (405) 522-0816 • www.okhistory.org/shpo/shpom.htm 

February 27, 2014 

Mr. Scott Sundermeyer, Director 
ODOT Cultural Resources Program 
III East Chesapeake, Rm. 102, OU 
Norman, OK 73019 

RE: File #0773-14; Oklahoma City Boulevard Project (Four Proposed Alternatives); #JP-28940(04) 

Dear Mr. Sundermeyer: 

We have received and reviewed the documentation concerning the referenced project in Oklahoma 
County. Additionally, we have examined the information contained in the Oklahoma Landmarks 
Inventory (OLI) files and other materials on historic resources available in our office. We concur with 
your opinion that there are no historic properties affected by the referenced project. 

Thank you for the opportunity to coniment on this project. We look forward to working with you in 
the future. 

If you have any questions, please contact Catharine M. Wood, Historical Archaeologist, at 4051521-
6381. 

Should further correspondence pertaining to this project be necessary, please reference the above 
underlined file number. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

MelvenaH~~ 
Deputy State Historic 
Preservation Officer 

MH:pm 
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• Oklahoma Archeological Survey 
THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA 

February 13,2014 

Scott Sundermeyer 
. Assistant Director 
Cultural Resources Program 
Oklahoma Department of Transportation 

. III East Chesapeake 
University of Oklahoma 
Norman, OK 73019-5111 

Re: Proposed construction of a crosstown boulevard in Oklahoma City. Legal Description: 
Section 4 T11N R3W and Section 33 Tl2N R3W, Oklahoma County, Oklahoma. 
JIP # 28940 (04) 

Dear Mr. Sundermeyer: 

I have received a report documenting the results of a cultural resource inventory for the above 
referenced action. Victoria Raines of the ODOT Cultural Resources Program conducted this work 
on January 22, 2014. The streetscape study of the area of potential effect resulted in the 
documentation of an urban landscape. I defer opinion on the potential eligibility of the urban 
landscape and project effect to the Historical Archaeologist with the State Historic 
Preservation Office. 

This review has been conducted in cooperation with the State Historic Preservation Office, 
Oklahoma Historical Society. You must also have a letter from that office to document your 
consultation pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 

Cc: SHPO 

111 E. Chesapeake, Room 102, Norman, Oklahoma 73019-5111 PHONE: (405) 325-7211 FAX: (405) 325-7604 
A UNIT OF ARTS AND SCIENCES SERVING THE PEOPLE OF OKLAHOMA 
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OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
CULTURAL RESOURCES SURVEY REPORT 

 

Page 1 of 4 
 

Prepared by:  ODOT Cultural Resources Program 
 

County:    Oklahoma     
Project No:        OKC Boulevard    
JP Number: 28940(04)    
Surveyed By: Tori Raines Prepared By: Tori Raines 
Survey Date: January 22, 2014 Report Date: February 13, 2014 
 

1.   PROJECT DESCRIPTION:    
 

 This report documents the cultural resources survey for the construction of a crosstown boulevard.  The boulevard 
was proposed as mitigation for the I-40 Crosstown project in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) dated 
November 2001.  The current study introduces several alternatives to the boulevard as proposed in the EIS due to 
the growth and development of downtown Oklahoma City since 2001.  
 
The NEPA study area is approximately 1.1 miles in length.  The west end of the study area begins at the 
intersection of Western Avenue and California.  It trends generally east/southeast toward SW 3rd Street and 
terminates at its eastern boundary of E. K. Gaylord/ATSF Railroad.  
 
There are four proposed alternative alignments, all within the existing ODOT right-of-way.  Alternative A 
includes construction of six vehicle lanes and an overhead bridge extending from Western Avenue to Shartel 
Avenue (or just past it).  Alternative B features the same route and overhead bridge as A, but with four vehicle 
lanes.  Alternative C will be four vehicle lanes with an overhead bridge only over Western Avenue.  Alternative 
D is considered the “grid” alternative, in which the previously existing grid street network in the project area will 
be restored. Minimal construction will occur with this option, with the majority of the project consisting of street 
improvements and re-establishing pathways that once might have been blocked by the original I-40 Crosstown.  

 

 Legal Location:  Section 4 and 33 T11N, R3W 
 
 U.S.G.S. Quadrangle: Oklahoma City (1986) 
 

2.   TOPOGRAPHY AND VEGETATION: 
 

 The cultural resource study area falls within the Red Bed Plains Physiographic Region of Oklahoma. The 
majority of the study area was previously the site of the overhead crosstown I-40 corridor until it was moved in 
2013.  A street network has been in place underneath the I-40 corridor since the overhead highway was 
constructed in 1965.  Vegetation is sparse as the area largely consists of vacant and parking lots and commercial 
buildings. 

 

 Vegetation Coverage:  
 XXX  0-25%  The area mainly consists of asphalt roadways and previously cleared land 
     25-50%   
     50-75%   
     75-100%   
 

 General Soils Observations: The soils of the study area are generally disturbed  
 

3.   PROJECT METHODOLOGY: 
 

 A.  Background Research: 
 

 XXX State Site Files at Oklahoma Archeological Survey 
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 XXX SHPO NRHP and DOE Files 
 

     Native American Tribes and Nations Consulted by Procedures Established with FHWA and 
ODOT:    

 

 XXX Other sources:  Google Earth images 
Original plans for I-40 Crosstown (from  original construction in 1965)  

 

 RESULTS OF BACKGROUND RESEARCH: 
 

 The review of OAS site files indicates that there are no archaeological sites in the study area.    
 
A review of the SHPO NRHP and DOE files indicates that there are no historic properties located within 500 
feet of the proposed alternatives. 
 
This study represents a re-evaluation of previous efforts because those original studies were completed more 
than 15 years ago and documented in the EIS in 2001.  Since that time Oklahoma City has experienced 
exceptional and unanticipated growth in many areas which has spurred the need to re-evaluate the original 
boulevard as proposed in the EIS.  Public comment has also facilitated the need to add additional alternative 
alignments to the originally planned boulevard, as documented in the EIS, and this study investigates the 
potential for cultural resources effects with each of those four alignments.   

 

 B.  Field Investigation Methodology: 
 

     100% Windshield Survey 
 

 XXX Windshield survey with sample pedestrian survey 
 

 XXX 80% pedestrian survey 
 

     Subsurface Testing. Describe methodology of  testing under comments, below: 
 

 FIELD INVESTIGATION METHODOLOGY COMMENTS:
 
 Due to the nature of the undertaking, involving potential roadway modifications within existing pavement 

lines and existing right-of-way, the urban setting of this project, and the ground disturbance over an extended 
period of time, this study only considered potential effects to resources of the built environment.  
Archeological survey was not conducted. 
 
Because of the urban setting of the proposed bridge and the high concentration of tall buildings, 500 feet was 
considered for a visual impact APE. A series of streetscapes photographs were taken along the proposed 
route[s] (within existing ODOT right-of-way).   

 

4.   RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION: 
 

 XXX No archeological sites or buildings recorded in study area. 
 

     Resources recorded in study area assessed as not eligible for the NRHP.  Forms being 
submitted for agency review.  

   
     Oklahoma Archeological Site Survey Form(s) for State Archeologist files. 
 

     Historic Preservation Resource Identification Form(s) for SHPO files. 
 

     Oklahoma Bridge Survey and Inventory Form. 
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     NRHP-eligible properties recorded in study area.   
   
  Forms being submitted for agency review. 
   
     Oklahoma Archeological Site Survey Form(s) for State Archeologist files. 
 

     Historic Preservation Resource Identification Form(s) for SHPO files. 
 

     Oklahoma Bridge Survey and Inventory Form. 
 
     Archeological sites requiring further assessment (i.e. evaluative testing) 
 

 COMMENTS AND DESCRIPTION OF FINDINGS:   
 

 All four proposed alternatives will occur within the existing ODOT right-of-way and within a footprint that 
previously consisted of the original overhead I-40 Crosstown.   
 
Alternatives A and B will each have an overhead bridge section extending from Western Avenue to Shartel 
Avenue (or just past the intersection); however the proposed overhead bridge will be at a lower elevation 
than the original I-40 had been (approximately 5 feet shorter at 29 feet).  Because of the urban setting of the 
proposed bridge and the high concentration of tall buildings, 500 feet was considered for a visual impact 
APE.  No NRHP or DOE properties are located within 500 feet of the proposed overhead bridge section, and 
therefore there will be no visual impact upon any historic properties.   
 
Another alternative, C, also proposes an elevated bridge section, over the intersection of Western Avenue 
near California; this proposed bridge would end before reaching Classen Boulevard.  It is also shorter than 
the original section of I-40 that was once at this location (by more than 10 feet at the level of greatest 
difference).  There are no NRHP or DOE properties within 500 feet of this proposed bridge, and there will 
be no visual impact on historic properties.   
 
Alternative D proposes no new facilities or bridges and is simply a return to the grid pattern street system 
that exists in most of the downtown area. Road improvements and re-establishing pathways that had been 
closed by the original I-40 Crosstown will have no visual impact on historic properties.  
 
Alternatives A, B, C, and D will have no effect on historic properties.  

 

5.     RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 

     Plan Notes requiring avoidance of cultural resources in off-project areas 
 
 XXX Approval to proceed with the proposed project as planned with no additional research. If 

subsurface archaeological materials are exposed during construction, the Contractor and 
Resident Engineer shall notify the Department Archeologist in accordance with Section 
202.04(a), Standard Specifications for Highway Construction. 

 

 

     Approval NOT Recommended, until one or more of the following measures are completed. 
 
     Additional consultation with SHPO regarding NRHP-eligible Properties 
 
  Revise design to avoid/protect resources 
 
     NRHP Eligibility Archeological Test Excavations 
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     Implementation of MOA with SHPO regarding Mitigation of Adverse Effects to 
Historic Properties  

 
 COMMENTS REGARDING RECOMMENDATIONS:    
 

 Each of the four alternatives is within existing right-of-way.  None of these alternatives introduce visual 
effects that would exceed what had existed with the original I-40 Crosstown.  There are no historic 
properties located within the 500-foot visual area of potential effect for the undertaking. 
 
Pursuant to 36 CFR 800.4(d)(1), it is our opinion that there are no historic properties affected.  We 
recommend the project proceed as planned. 
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June 13, 2014 Concurrence:
OHPO File 0773-14: Oklahoma County JP 28940(04); Proposed Oklahoma City Boulevard

(Connections) from Pennsylvania Avenue east to the Western/Classen Interchange and from
E.K. Gaylord Boulevard east to Byers Avenue in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
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OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
CUl rURAL RESOURCES PROGRAM 
111 E. Chesapeake, Room 102,. University of Oklahoma 
Norman, OK 73019-5111 
Phone: 405-325-7201/325-8665; FAX: 405-325-7604 

Ms. Melvena Heisch 
Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer 
State Historic Preservation Office 
Oklahoma Historical Society 
800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73 105-7917 

Dear Ms. Heisch: 

May 23, 2014 

Re: SHPO File 0773-14: Oklahoma County JP 28940(04); Proposed Oklahoma City 
Boulevard (Connections) from Pennsylvania Avenue east to the WestemlClassen 
Interchange and from E.K. Gaylord Boulevard east to Byers A venue in Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma. 

Attached is a cultural reso~s survey report for the referenced project prepared by the OOOT 
Cultural Resources Program (CRP). This report is meant to supplement the original documentation 
submitted for the four alternatives of the proposed Oklahoma City Boulevard. The attached 
document includes additional streetscape photographs of the proposed connections of the 
Boulevard to their respective highway interchanges. These east and west connections are 
common to all the alternatives for which you have reviewed. As discussed in the attached report, 
these connections do introduce minimal new right--Qf-way at the Western/Classen interchange and 
at an extension of Oklahoma Avenue through a parking lot immediately east of the U-Haul 
Building, a property detennined not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP in 2011. 

In addition to the extensions, the project proposes an underpass of the NRHP-e1igible Santa Fe 
Elevated Rail, through the concrete wall, a property constructed between 1931 and 1933. The rail 
was elevated by order of the Oklahoma Corporation Commission on November 18, 1927 to 
facilitate traffic movement through Oklahoma City. The CRP has conducted in-depth research on 
this property, which has revealed that an underpass had been originally proposed. for this location 
(Noble Avenue) as early as 1929, and was not diSIIiissed as an alternative until shortly before the 
construction began. In addition, on January 10, 1931, the Corporation Commission ordered that, 
should the City request an opening at Noble Avenue at any time in the future, the request shall be 
granted. 

Pursuant to 36 CFR 800.5(h), and based upon the results of this study, it is our opinion that the 
construction of an underpass for the proposed Crosstown Boulevard will have no adverse effect on 
historic properties. The proposed use of the historic property, the wall which elevates the rail, is 
consistent with the intended use of the structure - to facilitate the movement of traffic in Oklahoma 
City at this location. In addition. the notion of an underpass here is consistent with the original 
design of the elevated rail, as proposed in the 1920s and 1930s planning for the project.. 

"11u mUs~n of til. OkJ4luJlfIQ. lNpfUtnmlt o/TrtUUporllJtion is t6 proviU a 14/., .corr.owUcal, lUI4 
.jJecti". tmnsporllJtioll IIdwork for ,Iu /HOpk, comnu:rc. aNi co_unities oj OklaJw-." 

AN EQUAL OPPOR1UNITY EMPlOYER 
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Ms. Heisch, we understand the Oklahoma City has had public involvement in potential design 
treatments for the proposed Crosstown underpass. As such, we recognize that the City has an 
active and passionate interest in this project and are submitting copies of this docwnentation to the 
City's Historic Preservation Officer as a consulting party to this undertaking. We would 
welcome an opportunity to continue consultation with your office and the City regarding the 
design. 

We respectfully request your concurrence that the construction of an underpass at the elevated rail 
and location of the proposed Crosstown Boulevard (formerly Noble Avenue) will result in a 'no 
adverse effect' to this property. In additio~ we welcome any additional comments. 

If you have any questions regarding this project, please contact me at 325-7201. 

~--------------~~ 
Scott Sundermeyer 
ODOT Cultural Resources Program Director 

cc: Robert Brooks, State Archaeologist 
Katie McLaughlin Friddle, Oklahoma City Historic Preservation Officer 
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• Oklahoma Archeological Survey 
THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA 

May 28, 2014 

Scott Sundenneyer 
Assistant Director 
Cultural Resources Program 
Oklahoma Department of Transportation 
III East Chesapeake 
University of Oklahoma 
Norman, OK 73019-5111 

Re: Proposed construction of Crosstown Boulevard in Oklahoma City. Legal 
Description: Sections 31 & 32 T 12N R3W and Sections 3 & 4 T liN R3W, 
Oklahoma County, Oklahoma. lIP # 28940 (04) 

Dear Mr. Sundenneyer: 

I have received a report documenting the results of a cultural resource inventory for the above 
referenced action. You examined the area of potential effect on April 29, 2014. The inspection of 
the proposed Crosstown Boulevard found no evidence of prehistoric or early historic 
archaeological resoW"ces. The extensive deve!opment of this portion of the urban landscape also 
makes survival of undocumented archaeological resources unlikely. However, this is a highly 
developed area within downtown Oklahoma City and] defer further comment on this 
undertaking to the State Historic Preservation Office. 

This review has been conducted in cooperation with the State Historic Preservation Office, 
Oklahoma Historical Society. You must also have a letter from that office to document your 
consultation pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 

~Y/B-c 
~L'a'fo~is 
State Archaeologist 

Cc; SHPO 

111 E. Chesapeake, Room 102, Norman, Oklahoma 13019-5111 PHONE: (405) 325-7211 FAX: (405) 325-7604 
A UNIT OF ARTS AND SCIENCES SERVING THE PEOPLE OF OKLAHOMA 

@ 
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OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
CULTURAL RESOURCES SURVEY REPORT 

 

Page 1 of 7 
 

Prepared by:  ODOT Cultural Resources Program 
 
County:    Oklahoma     
Project       Oklahoma City Boulevard Tie-ins    
JP Number: 28940(04)    
Surveyed By: Scott A. Sundermeyer Prepared By: Scott A. Sundermeyer 
Survey Date: April 29, 2014 Report Date: May 23, 2014 
 

1.   PROJECT DESCRIPTION:    
 
 This report documents additional cultural resources survey and consultation for the construction of the Oklahoma 

City Crosstown Boulevard.  Previous consultation from February, 2014 (SHPO File 0773-14) reviewed four 
proposed alternatives for the Oklahoma City Boulevard.  As previously submitted, the Boulevard was proposed as 
mitigation for the I-40 Crosstown project in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), in which a Record of 
Decision (ROD) was issued in May, 2002.  Due to the removal of several pre-existing access points from the 
original I-40 alignment, ODOT proposed to construct the Oklahoma City Boulevard as the local access 
component to restore the lost vehicular access to Downtown Oklahoma City.  T he Boulevard would be 
constructed on the existing right-of-way of the old I-40 facility extending from the I-235 Interchange west to tie 
into the new I-40 alignment.  The proposed tie-ins are almost exclusively at-grade (existing ground surface level), 
with the exceptions of the crossings of Blackwelder Avenue, Indiana Avenue, Virginia Avenue (all on the west 
segment), and the tie-ins, proper, at the I-40 and I-235 junction. 
 
The study area for this consultation consists of two tie-in segments: the west segment is a roughly 1.1-mile-long 
corridor from Western Avenue, west to just west of Pennsylvania Avenue, where the Boulevard ties into I-40.  
The eastern tie-in begins at E.K. Gaylord Boulevard and extends approximately 0.6 miles east to Byers 
Street/Lincoln Boulevard, at an existing elevated tie-in to I-235.  As with the previous consultation, ODOT is 
reviewing a visual area of potential effect (APE) of 500 feet on either side of the corridor.  This is roughly 
correlates with the extent of the ensuing block on either side of the existing right-of-way. 
 
Four alternatives were studied in our previous correspondence.  The proposed tie-ins considered in this study are 
common to each of the four alternatives and, with two exceptions, have not changed since the November, 2001 
EIS.   
 
While the Boulevard has been proposed to be confined to the existing right-of-way, there have been two 
alterations that have been implemented in order to more effectively facilitate traffic movement.  Each of these 
proposes minimal right-of-way acquisition and are discussed below, and are illustrated in the attached figures. 
 
The current design for the east extension proposes an extension of Oklahoma Avenue from its termination point 
at S. 2nd Street, to extend the roadway an additional block south to the proposed Boulevard.  This extension would 
necessitate the acquisition of additional right-of-way from the parking lot east of the U-Haul building, a property 
previously determined to be not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP. 
 
The current design for alternatives A, B, and C for the west section includes an access to the Boulevard at 
Western Avenue/Classen Boulevard between Sheridan and Reno Avenues.  The additional right-of-way is largely 
needed to accommodate portion of a co nnection that is at-grade or lower elevation than the original I-40 
Crosstown.  This design will require additional right-of-way from parking facilities and empty lots adjacent to a 
McDonald’s and Taco Bell restaurants.   

 
 Legal Location:  Section 31 and 32 T12N R3W 

Sections 3 and 4 T11N R3W 
 
 U.S.G.S. Quadrangle: Oklahoma City (1986) 
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Page 2 of 7 

2.   TOPOGRAPHY AND VEGETATION: 
 
 The cultural resource study area falls within the Red Bed Plains Physiographic Region of Oklahoma. The 

majority of the study area was previously the site of the overhead crosstown I-40 corridor until it was moved in 
2013.  A  street network has been in place underneath the I-40 corridor since the overhead highway was 
constructed in 1965.  Vegetation is sparse as the area largely consists of vacant and parking lots and commercial 
buildings. 

 
 Vegetation Coverage:  
 XXX  0-25%  The area mainly consists of asphalt roadways and previously cleared land 
     25-50%   
     50-75%   
     75-100%   
 
 General Soils Observations:  The soils of the study area are generally disturbed  
 

3.   PROJECT METHODOLOGY: 
 
 A.  Background Research: 
 
 XXX State Site Files at Oklahoma Archeological Survey 
 
 XXX SHPO NRHP and DOE Files 
 
     Native American Tribes and Nations Consulted by Procedures Established with FHWA and 

ODOT:    
 
 XXX Other sources:  Google Earth images 

 
Original plans for I-40 Crosstown (from  original construction in 1965) 
 
Dawg, Doug “Okc Trains Part 1” and “Okc Trains Part 2”, Doug Dawgz 
Blog,http://dougdawg.blogspot.com/2007/08/okc-trains-part-
2.html#santafestation (accessed April 23, 2014). 
 
Dobson-Brown, Deborah, Erica Howard, Kate Singleton, and Leann 
Wheeler (2010) “City of Oklahoma City Intensive Level Survey of 
Downtown: Phase 2” Dallas, Texas: URS Corporation. 
 
Howard, Erica and Kate Singleton.(2011) “City of Oklahoma City 
Intensive Level Survey of Downtown: Phase 3.”  D allas, Texas: URS 
Corporation. 
 
Asendorf, Terri (2013) “Santa Fe Depot Acquisition and Rehabilitation, 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma County.” Prepared for Oklahoma Department of 
Transportation, J/P 29260(04), prepared  b y Jacobs Engineering, Austin, 
Texas. 
 
Twenty Fourth Annual Report of the Corporation Commission of the State 
of Oklahoma 1931. 

 

 
 RESULTS OF BACKGROUND RESEARCH: 
 
 This study represents a re-evaluation of previous efforts due to the fact that the initial studies were completed 
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over 15 years ago and documented in the EIS in 2001 and ROD.  The ROD was signed on May 1, 2002.  The 
document contains a l ist of mitigation and commitments that were agreed to and must be implemented in 
order to compensate for adverse impacts associated with the re-location of the I-40 Crosstown.  Commitment 
19 orders the construction of the Boulevard.  The ROD and referenced section of the EIS, as well as a 
graphic from the EIS illustrating the proposed Boulevard is provided in the Exhibits. 
 
Since that time downtown development in Oklahoma City, and changing city priorities with respect to 
downtown transit, pedestrian, and cyclist options has spurred the need to re-evaluate the original boulevard 
as proposed in the EIS.  Several alternatives have been reviewed by your office.  The extensions or 
connections from the Boulevard to the existing Interstate are the subject of this study. 
 
The review of OAS site files indicates that there are no archaeological sites in the study area.    
 
A review of the SHPO NRHP and DOE files indicates that there is one historic property located within the 
proposed APE.  The Santa Fe Railroad Elevated Tracks from S. 5th Street, extending north to N. 7th Street 
were recommended eligible for inclusion in the NRHP during a series of intensive-level surveys of 
Downtown Oklahoma City in 2010 and 2011.  The elevated tracks were officially determined eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP through consultation of the Santa Fe Depot Acquisition and Rehabilitation project, in 
which ODOT, in consultation with FHWA and SHPO determined this property was eligible as a contributing 
element of the Santa Fe Depot.  The original intent of the undertaking, as documented in the FEIS, is to 
construct a tunnel as an underpass of the rail at this location.  The proposed underpass is common to all four 
alternatives of the Boulevard. 
 
The U-Haul building, located at 100 SE 2nd Street, was documented as the Bricktown Self-Storage in the 
referenced 2011 study of Downtown Oklahoma City as Resource Number 254.  The property was listed as a 
resource that does not meet NRHP eligibility requirements. 
 
A thorough description of the elevated rail can be found in the referenced studies listed above.  In summary, 
the elevated rail was constructed between 1931 a nd 1933 by Leo Sanders, a prominent contractor in 
Oklahoma City.  By order of the State Corporation Commission on November 18, 1927, the rail line was 
intentionally elevated through Oklahoma City to facilitate traffic movement through the City.  Bridged 
openings were proposed at several underpasses to facilitate vehicular and pedestrian traffic.  Introduced by 
Mayor Cargill in 1925, the proposed rail elevation met with heavy criticism by citizens of Oklahoma City.  
By 1928, a final decision was reached to elevate the tracks, at a cost of roughly $5,000,000.  The City was to 
pay roughly $350,000 of that total. 
 
As with the decision to elevate the rail, the decision on the placement of underpasses (sometimes referred to 
as ‘subways’ in the texts) also met with public controversy.  Issues of the Daily Oklahoman from 1929 
through 1931 as well as the Annual Report of the Corporation Commission for fiscal year ending June 30, 
1931 were reviewed.  These documents revealed that the price tag of the rail elevation undertaking was an 
overwhelming venture for the City.  For a roughly two-year period between 1929 and 1931, the city, the 
corporation commission, and citizens were at odds as to the number of underpasses to be provided and the 
locations of these subways, let alone the controversial decision to elevate the tracks in the first place.   
 
Several meetings (hearings) were held in which discussions focused on proposed locations for underpasses 
and the ability for the City to incur the costs associated with the rail elevation.  While the majority of the 
expense appears to have been incurred by the Santa Fe, the City was responsible for some matching funds 
and was ordered to endure the cost of some of the underpasses, for which the rail was unwilling to provide as 
part of the elevation program.  Citizens appear to have been largely focused on continued access from the 
‘east’ portion of the City, to the ‘west’.  Of particular note is the continued interest in an underpass at Noble 
Avenue, which is now S. 3rd Street (and the location of the proposed underpass for the Crosstown 
Boulevard.)  These discussions are summarized here, and also provided as an exhibit to this report. 
 
According to the Oklahoman, as early as October 18, 1929, the elevated rail project included a proposed 
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underpass at Noble Avenue.  Highlighting the expense of the construction was a price tag of some $268,940 
for the Noble Avenue crossing, alone – more than the costs of the other proposed openings, combined.  By 
October 26 1930, more detailed proposals, which included the dimensions of the underpasses, had been 
prepared for the crossings.  At  that time, the Noble Avenue crossing was listed as “No Decision”.  B y 
November 12, 1930, plans had been filed with the City indicating an underpass at Noble Avenue, but citing 
that expenses for the construction of the underpass be borne by the City.  In late December, 1930 the focus 
on the rail elevation and underpasses appear to be centered around the proposal at Noble Avenue.  A January 
8, 1931 pu blication indicates that plans were drawn and submitted at the request of the Commission on 
December 30, 1930.  These plans called for the removal of the Noble underpass, presumably due to costs and 
engineering constraints.  A January 9, 1931 publication indicates a proposal to construct a 40-foot-wide 
roadway from Noble to Choctaw as mitigation during the construction of the elevated tracks, suggesting that 
an underpass at Noble would be ordered by the Commission after the Santa Fe elevates its tracks.  The 
January 13, 1931 article illustrates the proposed connection between Noble and Choctaw Avenues.  
 
The Corporation Commission Annual Report Order 5419, 5441, and 5485, documented on January 10, 1931 
mirror the discussions in the Oklahoman.  Essentially confirming the final costs of the project and how those 
expenses are to be distributed, there are some discussions about the underpass locations.  Throughout the 
course of the two-year-long meetings and hearing, the number of underpasses is discussed as being a total of 
11 or 13.  Corporation Commission Order list the final total as 13, however there were only 10 constructed.  
Those 10 are currently extant and do not appear to have been altered since their construction.   
 
With regards to the future plans of Noble Avenue, Corporation Commission Order 5419, Part III, No. 1 the 
city agrees: 
 

“To close, vacate and abandon Sixth Street and all other streets, avenues and alleys between 
east and west property lines of the Santa Fe from Sixth Street on the north to the Santa Fe-
Frisco crossing on the south, except Fifth Street, Fourth Street, Third Street, Second Street, 
Main Street, Grand [now Sheridan] Avenue, Reno Avenue, and one street south of Noble 
Avenue, to be chosen for subway location as hereinafter set forth; provided, however, that it 
shall be expressly understood that the Santa Fe at any time in the future upon the demand of 
public authority or the City shall permit the opening of subways at Sixth Street and Noble 
Avenue, or either or both, at the sole expense of the City; and provided further, that First 
Street [Park Avenue] in Oklahoma City shall remain open or closed as may be determined by 
conference and agreement between the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company and 
the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company.” 

 
 B.  Field Investigation Methodology: 
 
     100% Windshield Survey 
 
 XXX Windshield survey with sample pedestrian survey 
 
 XXX 75% pedestrian survey 
 
     Subsurface Testing. Describe methodology of  testing under comments, below: 
 
 FIELD INVESTIGATION METHODOLOGY COMMENTS: 
 
 Due to the nature of the undertaking, involving potential roadway modifications within existing right-of-

way, the urban setting of this project, and the severe ground disturbance over an extended period of time, this 
study only considered potential effects to resources of the built environment.  Archeological survey was not 
conducted. 
 
While a 500-foot-wide APE has been established for the proposed undertaking, it should be noted that the 
original I-40 was elevated throughout the study area.  Visual intrusions are not anticipated, as the proposed 
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undertaking will be consistently at a lower elevation than the original I-40, which was constructed in the 
mid-1960s. 
 
A series of streetscapes photographs were taken along the proposed west and east connections (Figures 1 and 
2) as well as at the location of the Western Avenue/Classen Boulevard interchange, proposed on the west 
(Figure 3) and the parking lot of the U-Haul building on the east (Figure 4).  In addition to the streetscape 
photographs and due to the proposed plan to construct an underpass through the NRHP-eligible elevated 
tracks, photographs were taken of the intersection each of the underpasses at the NRHP elevated rail from N. 
7th to S. 5th.  These photographs and associated documentation are provided as exhibits to the report. 

 

4.   RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION: 
 
 XXX No archeological sites or buildings recorded in study area. 
 
     Resources recorded in study area assessed as not eligible for the NRHP.  F orms being 

submitted for agency review.  
   
     Oklahoma Archeological Site Survey Form(s) for State Archeologist files. 
 
     Historic Preservation Resource Identification Form(s) for SHPO files. 
 
     Oklahoma Bridge Survey and Inventory Form. 
 
 XXX NRHP-eligible properties recorded in study area.   
   
  Forms being submitted for agency review. 
   
     Oklahoma Archeological Site Survey Form(s) for State Archeologist files. 
 
     Historic Preservation Resource Identification Form(s) for SHPO files. 
 
     Oklahoma Bridge Survey and Inventory Form. 
 
     Archeological sites requiring further assessment (i.e. evaluative testing) 
 
 COMMENTS AND DESCRIPTION OF FINDINGS:   
 
 The two connections will be largely confined to existing right-of-way with the exception of the Oklahoma 

Avenue extension and the interchange proposed for Western Avenue and Classen Boulevard.  Each of the 
four alternatives proposes extending Oklahoma to the south.  Alternatives A, B, and C propose the 
Western/Classen interchange from an elevated bridge structure to an at-grade connection to 
Western/Classen.   
 
The interchange proposed at Western/Classen location involves the acquisition of minor amounts of right-of-
way, to be obtained mainly from parking lots and empty lots.  The vicinity of the proposed interchange is 
mottled with modern development consisting largely of fast-food chain restaurants, including a Sonic, Taco 
Bell, and McDonald’s.  N o buildings will be taken for the undertaking.  There are no NRHP or DOE 
properties within 500 feet of this proposed bridge, and there will be no visual impact on historic properties.   
 
As previously discussed in our original correspondence, Alternatives A and B propose an overhead bridge 
from Western Avenue to Shartel Avenue.  The proposed bridge will be roughly five feet less in height than 
the original I-40 Crosstown.  Alternative D proposes an at-grade grid connection at these two crossings. 
 
Alternative, C was proposed as the preferred alternative at a recent open house, held in Oklahoma City on 
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May 7, 2014.  As discussed in our previous consultation, Alternative C proposes an elevated bridge section, 
at the intersection of Western Avenue and California Avenue; this proposed bridge would return to grade at 
Classen Boulevard.  The proposed bridge at this location is roughly 10 feet less in height than the original I-
40 Crosstown.   
 
The proposed Oklahoma Avenue extension proposes the acquisition of right-of-way through the U-Haul 
parking lot.  T he building, proper, has been extensively modified.  Acquisition of right-of-way is not 
anticipated to directly or indirectly affect historic properties. 
 
Photographs illustrating the extant underpasses, which are original to the 1931 rail elevation project as well 
as original articles documenting the process for the elimination of the Noble underpass, are being provided 
for review.  While the documentation indicates that upwards of 13 underpasses were to have been 
constructed, it appears as though only 10 were actually constructed.  As indicated in the historical 
documentation, each underpass is unique in dimension, appearing to have been constructed to accommodate 
different traffic needs.  The underpass at 6th Street, originally ordered to be vacated by the Corporation 
Commission, was indeed constructed as part of the original project.  With the exception of decorative paint 
treatments to the walls at Park Avenue (originally 1st Street), south to Sheridan Avenue (originally Grand 
Avenue) and the addition of a “Bricktown” marquis at the west-facing entrance to Bricktown on Main 
Street, Sheridan Avenue, and Reno Avenue, the underpasses and walls appear to be largely unaltered.  The 
west-facing entrance on Reno Avenue does appear to have a more modern solid concrete parapet façade in 
the Art Deco style.  The Sheridan Avenue entrance also has a more embellished façade.  The remaining 
underpasses are undecorated and appear to have the parapet constructed as a connection into the abutment 
wall. 

 

5.                                                                                                                                                                                     RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
     Plan Notes requiring avoidance of cultural resources in off-project areas 
 
 XXX Approval to proceed with the proposed project as planned with no additional research. If 

subsurface archaeological materials are exposed during construction, the Contractor and 
Resident Engineer shall notify the Department Archeologist in accordance with Section 
202.04(a), Standard Specifications for Highway Construction. 

 

 
     Approval Recommended pending completion of the following, until one or more of the 

following measures are completed.  
 
     Additional consultation with SHPO regarding NRHP-eligible Properties 
 
  Revise design to avoid/protect resources 
 
     NRHP Eligibility Archeological Test Excavations 

 
 
     Implementation of MOA with SHPO regarding Mitigation of Adverse Effects to 

Historic Properties  
 
 COMMENTS REGARDING RECOMMENDATIONS:    
 
 As previously discussed, the mitigation commitment listed in the ROD proposed a Crosstown Boulevard to 

compensate for the removal of several pre-existing access points from the original I-40 alignment.  In order 
to facilitate traffic movement in downtown Oklahoma City, the undertaking proposes extensions of 
Oklahoma Avenue from 2nd Street south to the Boulevard and an exchange at Western/Classen and the 
Boulevard.  A s originally proposed in the FEIS, the Boulevard would require an underpass through the 
raised track wall supporting the Santa Fe Rail, a property that has been determined eligible for inclusion in 
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the NRHP since the ROD was issued. 
 
We believe that this documentation supports an opinion that proposed east and west extensions, including 
the Oklahoma and the Western/Classen connection, which will require additional right-of-way, do not 
introduce visual effects that would exceed what had existed with the original I-40 Crosstown.  There are no 
historic properties located within the 500-foot visual area of potential effect for the undertaking. 
 
All alternatives propose construction of an underpass at S. 3rd street through the Santa Fe elevated tracks, a 
property determined eligible for inclusion in the NRHP in 2013.  As previously discussed, an underpass was 
originally proposed for Noble Avenue (3rd Street) in 1929.  E ngineering constraints and imprudent 
expenditure of funds at that time resulted in a reconsideration of an underpass at this location, and plans 
were drawn eliminating this underpass.  In apparent consideration of future need, it was ordered by the 
Corporation Commission, on January 10, 1931, that should the City or public authority desire an opening at 
Noble Avenue, the Santa Fe Rail shall comply with that request.  The proposed underpass is consistent with 
both the original 1927 rail elevation order by the Corporation Commission to facilitate traffic movement 
through the City and commitment identified in the ROD, issued in 2002.  In addition, the documentation 
indicates that the City struggled to accommodate the requests to implement an underpass at Noble Avenue in 
the 1930s.  However, the underpass was not included in the final design due to financial and engineering 
constraints. 
 
Based on our research, which we have attached for your review, it is our opinion that, pursuant to 36 CFR 
800.5(b), the proposed undertaking will have no adverse effect to historic properties.  The historical 
documentation establishes the desire for an underpass at this location in the original design development.  
This design was then eliminated due to financial and engineering constraints, but is acknowledged in the 
final design approval from the Corporation Commission report that an underpass may be added in the future.  
The proposed use of the single historic property, the wall elevating the rail, is consistent with the intended 
use of the structure – to facilitate the movement of traffic in Oklahoma City at this location and the notion of 
an underpass here is consistent with the original design of the elevated rail.   
 
It is also important to note that the boundaries of the historic property, the Santa Fe Depot Historic District 
were disclosed at the May 7, 2014 open house in an effort to afford the public an opportunity to comment n 
the proposed undertaking and the effect to the elevated rail.  To date, no comments have been  received 
regarding this property. 
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SUMMARY 

5.1 Description of the Proposed Action 

The proposed action involves reconstructing 1-40 in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma County, 
Oklahoma from the 1-235/1-35 interchange westward approximately 7.2 miles to Meridian 
Avenue. The locally preferred alternative would provide a ten-lane interstate facility including 
express lanes on new alignment approximately 2,200 feet south of the existing 1-40 facility. This 
proposed facility would be constructed from the 1-23511-40 interchange southeast of the Union 
Pacific tracks, cross over the MAPS canal to the existing east/west Burlington Northern/Santa 
Fe Railroad right-of-way south of Union Station. This roadway section would be semi
depressed to cross under the Burlington Northern/Santa Fe Railroad tracks, which traverse 
north/south, and cross under the Shields Boulevard bridge to meet the existing Western Avenue 
at grade. From Western Avenue to west of May Avenue, the alignment would be at-grade, but 
cross under the Exchange Avenue bridge. The 1-4411-40 interchange would remain as is, 
including the 1-40 facility from 1-44 to Meridian Avenue. 

Full interchanges are proposed at Shields Boulevard and Western Avenue. A six-lane at-grade 
boulevard would be constructed in the existing 1-40 right-of-way, from east of the Union Pacific 
tracks at the 1-235 interchange to west of Walker Avenue. From west of Walker Avenue to 
Western Avenue, the existing bridge structure would be maintained and/or reconstructed as 
required to accommodate local/non-truck traffic. From Western Avenue, west to Agnew 
Avenue, the existing facility would be converted to a divided boulevard. 

Downtown access would be at Shields Boulevard and Robinson, Western, and Agnew (Villa) 
Avenues. Cross streets would be Shields Boulevard and Robinson, Walker, Western, 
Exchange, Pennsylvania, Agnew, and May Avenues. The proposed 1-40 facility, consisting of 
at-grade and semi-depressed sections, would be designed for 70-mph. 

5.2 Alternatives Considered 

The following alternatives were considered for 1-40: 

• No-Build 

• Transportation System Management (TSM) 1 

• Mass Transit2 

• Alternative B - involves constructing a new 1-40 ten-lane facility approximately 300 feet south 
of the existing alignment. This facility would be constructed from the 1-23511-40 interchange 
over the Union Pacific tracks and MAPS canal to east of the Burlington Northern/Santa Fe 

1 Transportation System Management is a strategy designed to enhance the efficiency of an existing transportation facility without 
adding major roadway capacity. 

2 This transit alternative is a rubber-tire bus shuttle for The Link's Downtown Segment and the West Segment as defined in the 
COTPA "The Link" Major Investment Study, October 1995. The rail alternatives considered were determined unfeasible. COTPA 
has implemented these segments and they are part of the preferred alternative. 

1-40 CROSSTOWN EXPRESSWAY 
MIS OPTION II 

S-1 

Final Environmental Impact Statement 
November 2001 
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 Alternative D from the EIS illustrating proposed Boulevard underpass under the elevated train track. 
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Publication:The Oklahoman;Date:Oct 18, 1929;Section:Front page;Page Number:1
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http://archive.newsok.com/Repository/ml.asp?Ref=RE9LLzE5MzAvMDkvMjYjQXIwMjEwMg%3D%3D&Mode=Gif&Locale=english-skin[4/30/2014 9:46:10 AM]

Publication:The Oklahoman;Date:Sep 26, 1930;Section:None;Page Number:21
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Publication:The Oklahoman;Date:Oct 26, 1930;Section:None;Page Number:16
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Publication:The Oklahoman;Date:Nov 12, 1930;Section:Front page; Page Number:1
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Publication:The Oklahoman;Date:Nov 27, 1930;Section:Front page;Page Number:1
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http://archive.newsok.com/...ository/ml.asp?Ref=RE9LLzE5MzAvMTIvMTkjQXIwMDkwMw%3D%3D&Mode=Gif&Locale=english-skin[4/30/2014 9:35:03 AM]

Publication:The Oklahoman;Date:Dec 19, 1930;Section:None;Page Number:9
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Noble Avenue Subway Is       Fought at Hearing.
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  Santa Fe engineers will report onthe proposal that a subway be builtat Chickasaw avenue instead of Nobleavenue in the track elevation pro-gram at the hearing before the cor-poration commission Friday morning.  Nineteen protests were lodged atthe hearing Thursday against theSanta Fe plan of a deep subway atNoble avenue.  Protests were madeagainst the subway and against sug-gestions that the street be closed.  Malcolm McKenzie, municipal coun-selor suggested a subway at Chicka-saw avenue due to protests and engi-neering difficulties at Noble avenue.The Santa Fe asked for a continua-nce until Thursday to consider the suggestion.
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Publication:The Oklahoman;Date:Dec 20, 1930;Section:None;Page Number:17
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Corporation Commission To    Reopen Case Today.
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  What probably will be the finalchapter of the Santa Fe Railway Co.'srail elevation hearing will be startedFriday by the state corporation com-mission.  [    ?    ] separating grades at cross-ings south of Noble avenue will beproposed by the subway, which is op-posing the proposal to provide anopening at Noble avenue.   As far as the elevation plans in thenorth part of the city are concerned,the hearing virtually was concludedthis week.  Although the commissiondid not [remark] what its ruling wouldbe.   Besides ruling on the width of un-derpasses and other details of the[rail] the commission is expected to[hear] the amount of the city govern-ment participation in the elevation.    
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http://archive.newsok.com/...sitory/ml.asp?Ref=RE9LLzE5MzEvMDEvMDgjQXIwMDEwNA%3D%3D&Mode=Gif&Locale=english-skin[4/30/2014 10:08:40 AM]

Publication:The Oklahoman;Date:Jan 8, 1931;Section:Front page;Page Number:1
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Publication: The Oklahoman; Date: Jan 9, 1931; Section: None; Page: 12
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Publication: The Oklahoman; Date: Jan 13, 1931; Section: None; Page: 10
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Publication:The Oklahoman;Date:Jul 14, 1931;Section:Front page;Page Number:1
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